cleaning codes
UPHOLSTERY CARE
Upholstered furniture can look its best when properly cared for on a regular basis.
To obtain longer wear and comfort of your upholstery, vacuum and hand fluff the
cushions. If they are reversible, turn them over and rotate the positions of each
cushion once a week. Also, avoid placing the piece in direct sunlight, since this will
cause any fabric to fade.
General Precautions
rDo not allow stains to set.
rPretest the fabric for fading and shrinkage.
rDo not soak a fabric when cleaning it.
rUse clean, absorbent soft cloths when removing a stain.
rWork from the edge of the stain towards the center to keep from spreading the stain.
rBlot the stain and avoid harsh rubbing.
rDust the wet area with pure talcum powder to absorb moisture, then use a fan or hair
dryer set at cool to speed up the drying process.
Cleaning Codes
All fabrics have a cleaning code listed on the individual swatch.
Use codes as a guideline when considering a spot removal technique.

*Cleaning and repair techniques are performed at the
customer’s own risk.

UPHOLSTERY FABRIC SELECTION
So Many Fibers – So Little Time
With many of the possible combinations of fibers in a given piece of fabric, it
can be very confusing to consumers trying to select a blend, which best suits
their needs. There are two groups of fibers; natural & manmade. Manmade
fibers are produced either form cellulose or various combinations of carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. Here are the basic characteristics of the fibers
you are likely to run into during your search for the ideal fabric.
Natural Fibers
SILK
COTTON
rStrongest natural fiber
rEasy to clean, but easy to soil.
rBeautiful with good drape ability
rWrinkles easily.
rSpots easily
rFairly wear resistant
rCostly
rHighly affected by sunlight (Can fade, yellow
& lose strength)
WOOL
rDurable and resilient
rTends to attract dust & dirt
ManMade Fibers
(Below is a list of the more common manmade fibers. Many others exist.)

RAYON
NYLON
rCan resemble many different fabrics
rVery strong
rDurable,
resists
sunlight
&
wear
rSoil resistant
Water based cleaning agents or foam may be used for cleaning.
W
rLess
resistant
to
oil,
grease
&
mildew
rNot very soft
Cleaning by a professional furniture service is recommended.
ACRYLIC
POLYESTER
rSoft
rEasy to clean
Only mild, pure, water free dry cleaning solvents may be used for
rResists
fading
from
sunlight
rResists sunlight & wear
cleaning this fabric. Cleaning by a professional furniture service is
S
rResists
stretching
rNot as soil resistant as most man
recommended.
rSoil & oil resistant
made material
Water based cleaning agents and foam may be used for cleaning.
rNot as strong as nylon
rTends to pill
Mild, water free solvents may also clean this fabric. Cleaning by a
WS
OLEFIN
MICORFIBER/MICROSUEDE
professional furniture service is recommended
rSofter than nylon
rEasy to clean / Soil resistant
rRepels liquid
rResists sunlight & wear
This fabric should be vacuumed or brushed lightly to remove soil.
rStrong
rVery Strong
X
rLimited color choices due to lack of dye rSoft
WARNING: Do not use foam, or liquid cleaning agents of any type.
acceptance.
rwide variety of colors—takes dye well
The tighter the weave, the longer the wear. Hold it up to the light. Can you see through it? Generally, people pick a blended fabric with some natural and some man
made fibers to benefit from qualities of each group. Patterns hide spots better than solid colors. Generally big bold patterns look best on large pieces, small patterns
on small pieces. You can mix patterns providing you use common colors and mix small patterns with large. For example: a side chair in a small blue & cream floral
mixes well with a sofa in a large blue & cream check (of coursethis is subjectivego with your own tastes and preferences.)
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